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„ROBBESPIERRE“ (Visual Porn Series) 
2011/2012, ca 80 x 65 cm, Oil on Canvas

„SHOTGUN FUN“ (Visual Porn Series) 
2012, 100 x 80 cm, Oil on Canvas



„HAPPY DOG“ 
(Visual Porn Series) 
2011/2012, 100 x 80 cm, Oil on Canvas

„SUPERHERO`s SATURDAY“ 
(Visual Porn Series) 

2012, 100 x 80 cm, Oil on Canvas



Press Release:       

„VISUAL PORN NO 1“ 
is the fifth part of the ongoing work cycle : 
„VISUAL PORN AND THE RETURN OF ETERNAL BEAUTY“ (2010-2012) by Marco Nicolas Heinzen (*1983, Switzerland)

Realistic and figurative, Heinzen began painting seriously at the Zürcher Hochschule der Künste (ZHdK), Zurich, Switzerland, in late 2008, where he first applied for 
Sound-Art at the Master of Arts in Fine Arts but where he graduated 2011 with painting. While still in school, he developed a style that was both conceptual and realistic 
and he began, more or less, compulsively, painting pictures found in the internet. Since then, he collected approximately 7500 digital images, which he uses as an archi-
ve or time capsule; and painted some hundred of them in a more and more classical, traditional and almost photo-realistic style. He always paints from a digital source 
image which then gets translated into painting. At the moment he uses a „misappropriated“ technique of flemish/russian 7-layer painting, used by painters in the renais-
sance and baroque. Heinzen wants his archive and paintings not to be understood as the artists own personal taste, opinion or humour, but tries to search for archetypical 
or common known images which he arranges in new relations or in a new context.

The whole work cycle “VISUAL PORN AND THE RETURN OF ETERNAL BEAUTY“ consists of 2 series of paintings. Visual Porn refers on one hand to colour-
ful renaissance paintings, which have had to been „eye candies“ or „visual porn“ for the medieval spectator; on the other hand it refers to the youth-slang of nowadays 
internet-generation. In german we could call something „voll porno“ which is too much, overrated, oversexed, overproduced but also cheap, kitsch or just too aggressive

„THE RETURN OF ETERNAL BEAUTY“ is an utopian or dystopian series, painted quickly and loud in oil and „alla prima“ technique on paper, which uses the 
„Leitmotiv“ of palm trees to symbolize the capitalist western-middleclass dream of holidays with sunshine, beach and palms. The palm trees are set against dreams and 
symbols and cultural memorabilia of the western civilisation, as on a further reference to the painter’s utopian dream of the one perfect painting. 

„VISUAL PORN NO 1.“ is a small excerpt of the series „VISUAL PORN“ which now consists of ca 30 paintings done between 2010 and 2012. „Happy Dog“, 
„Superhero`s Saturday“, „Shotgun Fun“ and „Robbespierre“ are just one possibility how some of these paintings could be arranged. „Happy Dog“ was a found amateur 
snap-shot on a picdump-website, which has a lot of narrative elements you could start to phantasize about. „Superhero`s Saturday“ is just a lame joke on some nerdy 
geek, posing in a superhero costume with a lawn-mower. „Shotgun Fun“ shows an american redneck-type guy, shooting at the soil or something hidden in the grass or 
just the paint itself. „Robbespierre“ shows a drunk drummer going a little crazy. These images could be called, with a plutocratic, socialized and globalized taste, „fun-
ny“, „weird“ or „silly“. They show how taste changes and globalizes itself in the internet, but maybe also reflects the real life by the painting as „objet d`art“, with a 
globalized contemporary art scene, where trends are more and more made by tweets, google, facebook and most important, the digital image of the installation shot. 

Marco Nicolas Heinzen (born 1983, Brig-Glis, Kanton Wallis, Switzerland, lives and works in Zurich. He studied contemporary and fine arts at the Zürcher Hochschule 
der Künste (ZHdK), Switzerland, where he turned soon to oil-painting under Professor Thomas Müllenbach. He took part in several regional and national group shows 
in Switzerland and will have his first solo show with paintings this december at Lokal-Int, Biel/Bienne, Switzerland.



Solo Shows:

2011
“The Return of Eternal Beauty, No1 (Arcadia or Guernica?)” at BOX43, Müllerstrasse 43, Zürich, Switzerland

Group Shows:

2012
“The Return of Planet Nybiru (2012 Trancestep Edit)”, BOX43, Müllerstrasse 43, Zürich, Switzerland 
with Francisca Silva & Marco Nicolas Heinzen.

2011
“Bergschwund”, BOX43, Müllerstrasse 43, Zürich, Switzerland
with Philipp Glatz & Marco Nicolas Heinzen.
“Maximalism”, artspace Lessing 1, Lessingstrasse 1-3, Zürich, Switzerland
U5 and : Patrick Cipriani, Adam Cruces, Marco Nicolas Heinzen, Sahej Rahal, Maya Rochat, Kid Schurke, Isfrid Angard Siljehaug, Francisca Silva.
Master of Fine Arts, Degree Show 2011, Shedhalle / Rote Fabrik Zürich

2010
“Regionales Konzert” – The Village Cry, Regionale, Kunsthalle Basel (Hannah Weinberger concept, Marco Nicolas Heinzen realisation).
“Basement Project”, Fundament 008 at Museum Bärengasse Zürich in 
cooperation with Kunsthaus Aussersihl (kunsthausaussersihl.ch).
‚Almeria to Béziers to Newquay‘ (Juliette Bonneviot, Vittorio Brodmann, Andreas Dobler, Marco Nicolas Heinzen) @ Darsa Comfort, Talacker 41, 8001 Zürich, 
www.darsacomfort.ch.
„Der Lauf der Dinge“ JungKunst at Schloss Leuk (VS)

CV – Curiculum Vitae

Marco Nicolas Heinzen (*1983 born in Brig (VS), Switzerland

Lives and works in Zürich and Brig.

Education:

2011 Master of Fine Arts, ZhdK, Zurich, Switzerland
2010 6 months of personal studies / artist in residence, Berlin, Erik Steinbrecher
2008 Diploma Jazzguitar Jazzschool Lucerne HSLU/MHS, Switzerland
2003 Federal Bilingue Matura, Ecole Schmid, Naters (College)



About my work: 
 
Work Cycle (2011/2012): 
VISUAL PORN AND THE RETURN OF ETERNAL BEAUTY: 

Serie (2011/2012): 
VISUAL PORN

1.I paint mainly pictures from the internet / digital pictures
2. why ? to make a time document of our digital times which lasts at least 300 years. 
3. to document the influence of the globalised, internet-world on our humour which relates to identity. 
4.. the importance of internationalised/globalised taste. „Kitsch“, „weird“, „fun“, „action“, „bizarre“ or „slick“ are rated through 
different social platforms (facebook/picdumps/tumblr/flickr etc) which influences our  general perception and also our practice as artists 
-> seth price „teen image“.
5. To de-digitalise my archive

My 2012 painting portfolio you can find here:
http://marconicolasheinzen.com/portfolios/Portfolio%20Malerei%20Marco%20Nicolas%20Heinzen2012.pdf

My Homepage you can find here:
http://marconicolasheinzen.com/

ARCHIVE 
I have collected at the moment about 7500 Pictures from the internet on a folder in my computer. All of the Tumblr blog pictures are part of the archive, but it reaches much 
further. Started as the Blog „VISUAL PORN AND THE RETURN OF ETERNAL BEAUTY“, it turned into a 3 year long and ongoing research. From Pictures i research to paint, to 
pictures i stumble upon, to subjectively picked out pictures in google searches. There are several strains of topics i follow, some are mentioned above, others are: Transhuma-
nism (merging humans with technology), Science, Philosophy, Palm Trees, Light and Colour, White Trash, Asian Posters, Fighter Jets, Fireworks, odd/weird/strange etc etc)

some images i collected you can find here:
http://marconicolasheinzen.tumblr.com/archive/

TUMBLR BLOG:
„VISUAL PORN AND THE RETURN OF ETERNAL BEAUTY“ On tumblr i share videos and pictures i find important, interesting or inspiring for my work. It is a combination of 
artwork, research, social communication and digital exhibition space

Link:
http://marconicolasheinzen.tumblr.com/
http://marconicolasheinzen.tumblr.com/archive/

BOX43: 
BOX43 is a non-profit space for national and international contemporary art in Switzerland. We are located in Zuerich, in a a showcase of a 60ies apartement building. Our 
program consists of duo- and group exhibitions with a special focus on collaborative work and contemporary painting; and also it links to other media like sculpture, installation, 
audio, performance, new media or video art. The project is financed by Franziska Heinzen. 
BOX43 is run by:Marco Nicolas Heinzen and Franziska Heinzen
BOX43 is curated by: Marco Nicolas Heinzen and the invited artist.


